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INTRODUCTION 
Drilled shafts are used extensively by the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) for 
foundation support of transportation structures.  Drilled shafts have become the preferred deep 
foundation element in the state because soil conditions are usually unfavorable to driven piles, 
scour depths on the ephemeral river channels are quite large, and there is increased confidence in 
the bearing layer afforded by the drilled shaft construction process. These foundations are 
typically designed using American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO) guidelines and local experience. 
 
Coarse granular materials are commonly found in the high energy riverine environments of the 
Arizona deserts.  Variously described as river-run, sand-gravel-cobbles, or SGC, these materials 
are encountered frequently at bridge foundation elements because of their proximity to the water 
courses.  Typically dense and containing particles as large as boulder-sized materials, SGC is 
usually sub-rounded due to transport and the larger particles are very hard.  The material is 
frequently clean and uncemented in the upper portions of the deposit but contains low- to 
moderate-plasticity fines and/or light cementation which generates some apparent cohesion 
below a depth of 20 to 30 feet. 
 
Extremely difficult to characterize, the material is impossible to sample and test.  Lack of 
cohesion makes the sampling process difficult for any soil but the large particle sizes of SGC 
compound the problem dramatically.  Particle sizes in excess of 12 inches or more may be found, 
requiring samples with a minimum diameter of 40 inches.  Even if samples could be obtained, 
conventional lab equipment is not designed to handle the large size. 
 
Two approaches are generally adopted in geotechnical practice when sampling and testing of the 
material is not possible: 1) field testing and 2) extrapolation of test data and relationships for 
finer grained cohesionless material.  Field tests involve an extremely large volume of soil and are 
best conducted on a drilled shaft of a size used in practice.  Due to the very large capacities 
developed in SGC soils, testing of this kind is difficult and expensive to perform.  ADOT has 
conducted some field testing on deep foundations with the most relevant in SGC soils — that 
reported by Beckwith and Bedenkop (1973)—providing information only on tip resistance. 
 
Extrapolation of test data and relationships for finer grained cohesionless material is the method 
used somewhat exclusively in the past design practice in Arizona. Extrapolation is not trivial and 
requires an excellent model that takes into account a variety of parameters.  Most of the models 
employed in the past have not properly accounted for the differences in grain size and density 
between finer grained soils and SGC, especially as it relates to dilatancy. The most common 
approach has been a direct utilization of the results for finer grained materials (such as those 
outlined in the AASHTO standard as discussed by Reese and O’Neill 1989) without any 
accounting at all for changes in grain size and density. This approach is very conservative, as 
will be demonstrated subsequently. 
 
To examine these issues an ADOT research project was initiated in 2000 (SPR-493, Bridge 
Foundation Design Parameters and Procedures for Bearing in SGC Soil).  This project's purpose 
was to consider possible modifications to the existing procedures for use in gravelly materials.  
The modifications would likely take the form of a set of recommendations for gravelly soils such 
 2 
as SGC soils.  New design procedures would need to be appropriate for a wide range of 
gradations of gravelly materials.  A potentially measurable property of the soil in place (such as 
gradation) was to be related to the recommended values.   
 
Following an exhaustive literature study, a mechanistic model was to be developed and 
calibrated that predicts axial behavior.  Full-scale load tests already reported in the literature that 
are representative of the soil conditions, loading geometry, and boundary conditions which 
ADOT typically encounters were to be used to calibrate the model.   
 
This report presents the results of all efforts to date on SPR-493.  It includes a summary of 
literature and current practice, a summary of historic use, analytical approaches currently used, 
data gaps, and reports on finite element analyses performed, field and lab testing results, 
development of models and design methodology, and presentation of an example design of a 
drilled shaft in gravelly material.  
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SUMMARY OF LITERATURE AND CURRENT PRACTICE 
 
An exhaustive search of the literature found nineteen articles, three Federal Highway Admin-
istration (FHWA) reports, and one report prepared for ADOT that involved load tests on drilled 
shafts in coarse granular material. At a majority of the sites reported in these studies only strata 
of gravelly material were encountered.  Typically, the shafts were instrumented and load transfer 
curves given.  From these load transfer curves the average unit side resistance on the shaft over the depth 
of the gravelly strata could be calculated.  The amount of information given on the strata was generally 
limited to Standard Penetration Test (SPT) N-values, Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) 
classifications, and general boring log descriptions.  Additional information including results of 
Cone Penetration Tests (CPT), Pressure-Meter Tests  (PMT) and grain-size distributions (GSD) 
were given only in a small number of cases. Ideally, densities and strength parameters also 
would have been provided, but these data were rare. 
 
Summary of Historic Use 
The purpose of this section is to display how drilled shafts are used in axial load applications in 
Arizona, specifically with regards to shaft geometry, group geometry, and soil conditions.  Table 
1 following includes first a legend for use with the inventory list provided as the continuation of 
Table 1.  
 4 
Table 1: Legend For Plan Description and Summary 
Label Description 
Project Number The original ADOT project number for the 
structure. 
Project Name The ADOT name designation for the 
structure. 
Route-Mile Post The route name (i.e. I10, I17, etc.) and the 
mile post marking at which the structure 
exists. 
Arrangement “Staggered” or “In Line” designates the 
arrangement of the pile group. Staggered 
groups are in an offset row formation and 
in-line groups are in straight lines. The 
“R#:#” identifies the number of piles in 
each row. R1 being row number 1 and R2 
being row number 2, and the number of 
piles in each row following respectively. 
Location Locations are identified by station number 
as per the ADOT As Built drawings for 
each structure. Station numbers can be 
found on the structure plans “Foundation 
Details’ sheet. 
Diameter Identifies the diameter of the piles in each 
group in inches. 
Length Identifies the lengths of each of the piles in 
feet. 
Normalized Spacing Actual distance center to center of piles in 
the group divided by the pile diameter. 
Normalized Spacing Row to Row Distance between rows of piles divided by 
the pile diameter. (would be smaller than 
above for staggered piles) 
Depth at Top of Cap Identifies the depth of the pile at top of cap 
in feet – positive numbers designating 
subsurface. 
Date Designed and Date Built Identifies the date of design and the date of 
construction for the structures. 
Soil Characterization Generalized from borings logs listed on 
plans. 
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Analytical Approaches 
 
Introduction 
All methods for determining the axial capacity of drilled shafts are based upon the 
general equation: 
 ult p sQ Q Q W= + −  (1) 
where Qult is the ultimate axial capacity of the shaft, Qp is the bearing capacity 
component of the shaft and is contributed by the tip, Qs is the side resistance component 
of the shaft and is contributed by side friction, and W is the weight of the shaft.  It is 
generally agreed that the weight of the shaft is approximately equal to the weight of the 
soil displaced during drilling.  Therefore, the W term is often neglected leaving: 
 ult p sQ Q Q= +  (2) 
 
The components Qp and Qs are calculated by the following two equations: 
 p p pQ q A=  (3) 
 s s sQ f A=  (4) 
where qp is the base resistance per unit area, Ap is the cross-sectional area of the tip, fs is 
the shaft resistance per unit area, and As is the surface area of the sides of the shaft in 
contact with the soil.  For differing layers of soils, Qs consists of contributions from each 
layer. 
 
The methods that follow are focused on determining qp and fs for cohesionless granular 
soils.  The methods are presented in their most updated form. 
 
Tomlinson 2001 
The unit skin resistance is calculated by Tomlinson (2001): 
 tansf Kσ δ′= ≤  110 [kN/m2] (5) 
where σ ′  equals the average effective overburden pressure over the depth of a soil 
layer, K is a coefficient of horizontal soil stress, and δ  is the soil-pile friction interface 
angle obtained from laboratory shear box tests.  For drilled shafts in coarse soils, K 
equals 0.7 to 1.0 times K0 with the higher value corresponding to good construction 
technique.  The coefficient of earth pressure at rest, K0, is the ratio between the 
horizontal and the vertical effective stresses, and is found from the following equation:  
 0 (1 sin )K OCRφ′= −  (6) 
where φ′  is the effective angle of shearing resistance in a soil and OCR is the over-
consolidation ratio.  The over-consolidation ratio is the ratio of the maximum previous 
vertical effective overburden pressure to the existing vertical effective overburden 
pressure.  The value of φ′  is usually considered to be the same as the φ found using 
Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) N-values.  The relationship between SPT and φ  as 
established by Peck et al. (1967, p.310) and provided by Tomlinson is shown in Figure 1. 
 9 
 
Figure 1: Relationship Between SPT N-Values and Angle of Shearing Resistance 
[Tomlinson 2001] 
 
Tomlinson recommends that the φ  value be assumed representative of loose conditions 
when considering drilled shafts.  However, when the shafts are drilled and constructed 
using bentonite slurry, the φ  value should correspond to undisturbed conditions. 
 
The unit base resistance is calculated by: 
 p qq Nσ ′=  (7) 
where qN  is a bearing capacity factor and is found using a chart that includes 
recommendations from both Hansen (1961) and Berezantsev (1961) (Figure 2). The φ  
value is also found from SPT tests and should correspond to loose conditions for dry 
constructed drilled shafts and undisturbed conditions for shafts constructed under 
bentonite slurry. 
 
Figure 2: End-Bearing Capacity Factors (Hansen 1961; Berezantsev 1961) 
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Meyerhoff 1976 
Meyerhoff gives the unit side resistance as: 
 
100s
Nf =  tons per square foot ( tsf) (8) 
where N is the average SPT N-value, not corrected for overburden pressure. 
 
The unit base resistance can be calculated as: 
 1.2p corrq N=  tsf (9) 
where Ncorr is the SPT N-value corrected for effective overburden pressure.  The value of 
Ncorr is referenced from Peck et al. (1967: 310) and standardizes N-values to the N-value 
at an effective overburden pressure of 1 tsf (Reese and O'Neill 1989). It is found by 
multiplying the field N-value by a correction factor CN: 
 10
200.77logNC σ= ′  (10) 
where ′σ  is the vertical effective stress in tsf. 
 
Reese and O'Neill 1989 (AASHTO METHOD) 
The unit side resistance for a given layer is given by Reese and O’Neill and adopted by 
AASHTO as: 
 sf βσ ′=  (11) 
where β  is equivalent to tanK δ  in equation (5) and is given by the function 
 0.51.5 0.135 ;zβ = − 0.25 1.20β≤ ≤ , (12) 
σ ′  is the vertical effective stress at the middle of a layer, and z is the depth to the middle 
of a layer in feet (Reese and O’Neill 1989; AASHTO 1998). 
 
The unit base resistance is given by the following formula: 
 0.60pq N=  tsf 45≤ tsf (13) 
where N is the uncorrected N-value from the SPT test within a distance of 2Bb below the 
tip of the shaft.  Bb is the diameter of the base of the shaft. 
 
Kulhawy 1989 
The unit side resistance is found using the general equation: 
 tansf Kσ δ′=  (14) 
where δ  can be expressed as a function of φ′ .  The ratio /δ φ′  is a function of 
construction technique and for good construction techniques equals 1.  For poor slurry 
construction techniques where sufficient care was not taken to ensure that all of the slurry 
was expelled from the hole or the slurry was mixed together with and infiltrated the sides 
of the hole, /δ φ′  is reduced to 0.8 or lower (Kulhawy 1989). 
 
 
 
 
As with Tomlinson, K is a function of K0, the original in-situ coefficient of horizontal 
earth pressure.  Kulhawy recommends that K0 can be found from the following: 
 11 
 ( ) ( )0 1 sin
maxmax
31 sin 1
4
OCR OCRK
OCROCR φ
φ ′−
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞′= − + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (15) 
Where OCRmax is the maximum over-consolidation ratio experienced by the soil profile 
of interest.  If the OCRmax is unknown, or the current OCR is equal to the OCRmax, the 
above equation simplifies to the following by setting OCRmax equal to OCR: 
 ( ) 'sin0 1 sinK OCR φφ′= −  (16) 
 
The value of K can now be found using the ratio K/K0.  With good construction technique 
and prompt concreting, for both dry and slurry construction, K/K0 approaches 1.  For poor 
slurry technique K/K0 reduces to 2/3. 
 
The unit base resistance is given by: 
 0.3p r q qs qd qrq B N Nγ γγ ζ σ ζ ζ ζ′ ′= +  (17) 
where B is the diameter of the shaft, γ ′  is the average effective unit weight from depths 
D to D + B, where D is the depth to the tip of the shaft, σ ′  is the vertical effective stress 
at depth D, Nq is found from: 
 ( )tan2tan 45
2q
N e π φφ ′′⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
? , (18) 
Nγ  is equal to 
 ( )2 1 tanqN Nγ φ′= − , (19) 
and the ζ  terms are found from Table 2. 
 
Table 2: ζ  Terms (Kulhawy 1991) 
Modification Symbol Value 
Shape qsζ  1 tanφ′+  
Depth qdζ  ( )2 11 2 tan 1 sin tan180 DBπφ φ −⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞′ ′+ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦  
qrζ  ( )( ) ( ){ }103.8tan 3.07sin log 2 / 1 sin 1rrIe φ φ φ′ ′ ′⎡ ⎤− + +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ≤  
Rigidity 
rγζ  qrζ  
 
 
 
Irr is the reduced rigidity index and is found from the rigidity index, Ir.  Ir is determined 
from: 
 
tan
d
r
avg
GI σ φ= ′ ′  (20) 
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where avgσ′  is the average vertical effective stress from depths D to D + B and Gd is the 
drained shear modulus.  From elastic theory Gd is equal to: 
 ( )1 / 1
2d d d
G E ν= +  (21) 
where Ed is the drained Young's modulus and dν  is the drained Poisson's ratio.  Typical 
ranges of Ed are given in Table 3. 
 
 
Table 3: Typical Ed Values (Kulhawy 1991) 
 Drained Young's Modulus, Ed 
Sand Consistency tons/ft2 MN/m2 
Loose 50-200 5-20 
Medium 200-500 20-50 
Dense 500-1000 50-100 
 
The drained Poisson's ratio can be found from: 
 0.1 0.3d relν φ′= +  (22) 
where relφ′  is given by: 
 25
45 25rel
φφ ′ −′ = −
?
? ?  (23) 
with limits of 0 and 1. 
 
The rigidity index can now be found by: 
 
1
r
rr
r
II
I
= + Δ  (24) 
where Δ  is given by: 
 ( )0.005 1 avgrel
ap
σφ ′⎛ ⎞′Δ = − ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (25) 
where pa is the atmospheric pressure in the appropriate stress units and avg
ap
σ ′
 is limited to 
10. 
 
Irr must then be compared to the critical rigidity index, Irc which is found from: 
 
2.85cot 45
20.5rcI e
φ′⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦=
?
 (26) 
If Irr is greater than Irc the soil behaves as a rigid-plastic material and 1qr rγζ ζ= = .  When 
Irr is less than Irc the rζ  factors are determined from Table 2. 
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Rollins, Clayton, Mikesell, and Blaise 1997 
Rollins et al. (1997) expanded on Reese and O'Neill's 1989 (and AASHTO's) method by 
suggesting β  factors for gravelly soils (Table 4). 
 
Table 4: β  values (Rollins, et al. 1997) 
Percentage Gravel β  
Less than 25% 0.51.5 0.135 ;zβ = −   0.25 1.20β≤ ≤  
Between 25% and 50% 0.752.0 0.0615zβ = −  with 0.25 1.8β≤ ≤  
Greater than 50% 0.02653.4 zeβ −=  with 0.25 3.0β≤ ≤  
 
z is the depth to the center of the layer. Their results were based upon uplift tests and no 
qp factor was studied. 
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COMPARISON OF ACTUAL SKIN FRICTION FACTORS TO PREDICTED 
FOR DRILLED SHAFT IN GRANULAR SOIL 
 
Introduction 
Drilled shafts are used in many civil engineering projects including bridges, retaining 
walls, offshore structures, and tanks. Advantages of drilled shafts include that they can be 
drilled to different depths in many kinds of materials and can be designed and constructed 
with different diameters.  Predictive equations have been available for determining the 
contribution of skin friction to the drilled shaft axial load carrying capacity for a number 
of years. Many load tests have been performed in clays and sands.  These load test results 
have served to create and validate the equations used.  Only a limited number of load 
tests have been performed in the past on granular materials with high gravel content.  It is 
presumed that the skin friction factors of gravelly soils would be higher than those for 
pure sands, because of the increased dilatancy of gravels prior to failure.  As the use of 
drilled shafts increases, more data from gravelly soils becomes available from load tests 
to determine how well the current predictive equations work.  This section of the report 
focuses on skin friction factors arising from drilled shafts in granular materials with a 
gravel content higher than zero.  By back-analyzing the results from load tests, one can 
determine the actual skin friction factors for drilled shafts in granular soils.  These skin 
friction factors were compared with the various predictive equations currently employed 
for design purposes.  The results show that the predictive equations are extremely 
conservative for predicting the skin friction factor in gravelly soil conditions. 
 
Load Tests   
An extensive literature review was undertaken to find articles on drilled shaft load tests in 
granular materials.  The load tests and articles are identified in Table 5. 
 
Table 5:  Load Tests 
Load Test Location Source Number of Shafts Tested 
Takasaki Japan Fujioka and Yamada (1994) 2 
Osaka Bay, Japan Matsui (1993) 1 
Chalkis, Greece Frank et al. (1991) 1 
Utah Bridge F-489 Price et al. (1992) 1 
Utah Bridge F-438 Price et al. (1992) 1 
Albuquerque: Alameda 
Blvd. Chua and Aspar (1993) 1 
Caliente, Nevada Konstantinidis et al. (1987) 2 
Baker, California Konstantinidis et al. (1987) 2 
Cupertino, California Baker (1993) 1 
Oahu, Hawaii Rollins et al. (1997)  2 
Southern California Tucker (1987) 16 
Utah Rollins et al. (1997) 26 
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In all, 56 separate shafts were evaluated.  Some shafts had more than one layer 
instrumented allowing for more than one fs evaluation for that shaft.  Many of the load 
tests were identified in Rollins et al. (1997).   
 
Values of fs Derived From Direct Field Measurements   
The method used to obtain fs values depended on the type of field test performed.  For 
typical instrumented axial compression tests, the load-transfer curves generated by the 
author were used.  For gravel layers, the loads in the shaft at the upper and lower 
boundaries of the gravel layer (as derived from strain gage data) were read from the 
curves provided by the author of each paper or report.  The difference between these two 
loads was divided by the surface area of the shaft element.  The outermost load-transfer 
curve, which corresponds to the highest load applied to the top of the shaft, was used.   
 
The ultimate load for uplift tests was determined by using the equation for a hyperbola: 
 Q
a b
Δ= + Δ  (27) 
where Q is the load in the shaft and Δ  is the displacement.  Dividing the numerator and 
denominator of the right side of the equation by Δ  gives: 
 1Q a b
=
+Δ
 (28) 
The limit of Q as Δ  approaches ∞  is 1
b
.  Determining Q and Δ  from the load 
displacement curve at 95% and 70% of the highest Q achieved (during the load test) 
gives two equations with two unknowns, a and b, which are then easily solved for.  Qult is 
then determined as 1
b
.  Dividing Qult by the surface area of the shaft in contact with the 
soils gives fs. 
 
The fs values from Tucker’s article on Southern California Edison (SCE) drilled shafts 
were used in this report (Tucker 1988). His data were based upon uplift tests; fs values 
were determined using normalized curves that he had generated.  These curves 
normalized the displacement and load achieved in the field to a load corresponding to one 
inch of displacement.  Further information on his curves is given in his article.   
 
Predicted Values of Fs 
The input values for use with the predictive equations were typically given by the authors 
who performed the load tests and/or reported the results.  In cases where input data were 
incomplete, the missing values were estimated, based on data that were given, as a part of 
the present study.  For the input values that depend upon construction technique it was 
assumed that the construction technique was good.  This is likely to be a valid assumption 
because shafts that are constructed for load tests are generally given more attention 
during the construction phase.  In all cases the over-consolidation ratio (OCR) was 
assumed to be 1.  In other words, the current effective stress is the highest effective stress 
that the soil has ever experienced.  SPT N-values were provided in almost every test.  The 
angle of internal friction was estimated using a correlation between N and φ′  provided by 
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Peck (1967) for the majority of cases where it was not provided.  The angle of soil-pile 
interface was assumed to be equal to the angle of internal friction for all cases.  Unit 
weights of the soils were estimated based on soil descriptions and the vertical effective 
stress was calculated using the typical procedure.  The percentage of gravel was 
estimated using the soil descriptions and Rollins et al. (1997).  It was not difficult in 
general to learn whether the soil was a sand, sandy gravel, or gravel. 
 
Results 
The results are presented in the charts that follow.  Figure 3 displays predicted versus 
actual fs for all of the predictive methods.  Due to the assumptions made on the over-
consolidation ratio, Tomlinson’s and Kulhawy’s methods yield the same results.  Figure 
4, Figure 5, Figure 6, and Figure 7 display the fs comparisons for each method with 
Tomlinson’s and Kulhawy’s shown on the same figure. 
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Figure 3.  Predicted vs. Actual fs values, All Methods 
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Figure 4.  Predicted vs. Actual fs Values, Tomlinson and Kulhawy 
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Figure 5.  Predicted vs. Actual fs Values, Meyerhoff 
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Figure 6.  Predicted vs. Actual fs Values, Reese and O’Neill 
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Figure 7.  Predicted vs. Actual fs Values, Rollins et al. (1997) 
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There is a lot of scatter on the plots.  In every case as the actual value of fs increases, the 
likelihood of a correct prediction decreases.   The Rollins et al. (1997) method appears to 
offer the best correlation.  To determine if a particular soil type is less likely to be 
accurately predicted than another, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11 
differentiate between sands, sands w/gravels, and gravels. 
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Figure 8.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Tomlinson and Kulhawy, by Soil Type 
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Figure 9.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Meyerhoff, by Soil Type 
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Figure 10.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Reese and O’Neill, by Soil Type 
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Figure 11.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Rollins et al., by Soil Type 
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Gravels are the least likely to have fs accurately predicted.  This is true for all methods.  It 
appears that the modifications Rollins et al. make to the Reese and O’Neill method is sound 
for sand with gravel and still conservative for gravels.  The Tomlinson and Kulhawy methods 
grossly under-predict all soil types while the Meyerhoff method offers a degree of 
predictability similar to Reese and O’Neill’s. 
 
There are three possible methods for testing the axial capacity of drilled shafts: Uplift, 
Osterberg, and Compression.  Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15 differentiate 
between the testing methods to determine if they have any influence on the results. 
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Figure 12.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Tomlinson and Kulhawy, by Test Type 
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Figure 13.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Meyerhoff, by Test Type 
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Figure 14.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Reese and O’Neill, by Test Type 
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Figure 15.  Predicted vs. Actual Values, Rollins et al., by Test Type 
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The compression tests had the highest actual values of fs.  Uplift tests had the lowest fs 
values while Osterberg tests fell in the middle.  This is an interesting result and could 
imply that the test method does influence actual capacity determination. 
 
From the preceding graphs, it is obvious that the Rollins et al. (1997) method provides the 
best approximation of fs.  The following graphs will examine the Tomlinson, Kulhawy, 
Meyerhoff, and Reese and O’Neill methods as one group and the Rollins et al. method as 
a second group.  The first two figures, Figure 16 and Figure 17, take the predicted value 
of fs divided by the actual value of fs for the two groups described above, and compare 
the average to the percentage of gravel.  The percentage of gravel represents the three soil 
types: sands, sands with gravel, and gravel. Because the  percent of gravel associated 
with each computed value of skin friction was unknown, it was necessary to estimate 
these values from the soil descriptions corresponding to sands, sand with gravel and 
gravels.  The values assigned were 20, 40, and 55 percent gravel, respectively.  The 
uncertainty in the gravel percentages has no doubt contributed to the scatter in the 
computed values of the ratio of predicted to actual skin friction, P/A, and it is believed 
that the scatter would have been much less if the gravel percentage values had been 
measured and made available. However, the procedure adopted was essentially the only 
method available for approximately assessing the influence of gravel content on the skin 
friction. The point represents the average value of P/A and the line represents one 
standard deviation above and below the average P/A. 
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Figure 16.  Average P/A vs. Percent Gravel, All Methods except Rollins et al. 
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Average P/A vs. % Gravel Rollins et al.
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Figure 17.  Average P/A vs. Percent Gravel, Rollins et al. 
 
Figure 16 displays the trend of decreasing predictability as the percentage of gravel 
increases for the first group of predictive methods.  The actual value of fs for gravelly 
soils is under-predicted by an average of over 300%.  For the Rollins method, Figure 17, 
the average values of P/A are much closer to 1 for the different soil types.  Note that in 
the case of sands, which is the Reese and O’Neill method, the average P/A is very close 
to 1. 
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Figure 18 and Figure 19 examine the same groupings but this time versus depth to mid-layer.  
The depth to mid-layer was grouped into three depth intervals: 0-10 ft, 10-30 ft, and 30+ ft. 
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Figure 18.  Average P/A vs. Depth to Mid-Layer, All Methods except Rollins et al. 
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Figure 19.  Average P/A vs. Depth to Mid-Layer, Rollins et al. 
 
For the first group, correlation between average P/A and depth to mid-layer is poor.  The 
Rollins et al. group is better and the average values of P/A for depths greater than 10 ft 
are over-predicted. 
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Figure 20 and Figure 21 examine the same groups with respect to test type. 
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Figure 20.  Average P/A vs. Test Type, All Methods except Rollins et al. 
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Figure 21.  Average P/A vs. Test Type, Rollins et al. 
 
Both figures display the same trend with the Rollins et al. method offset higher than the 
other group. 
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The next series of plots examines what the K value (from equation 14) would need to be 
to make the predicted value of fs match the actual value of fs.  The vertical effective stress 
is determined from the soil profile while δ  is set equal to φ .  The value of φ  is 
determined in one of two ways.  The first is from SPT correlation as given by Peck et al. 
(1967: 310). The second method converts the φ  found from the SPT correlation to a 
plane strainφ , or psf,  . The relationship between φ  and psφ  is: 
 pssin tanφ = φ  (29) 
 
Equation 29 is based on two assumptions: (1) the values of φ  from the SPT correlation 
are more or less direct shear values, and (2) in the direct shear test the horizontal plane is 
not the “failure” plane but rather the point at the top of the corresponding Mohr’s circle.  
 
Setting fs equal to the actual value of fs, K is easily solved for. In Figure 22 the back-
calculated K is based on φ .  In Figure 23 the back-calculated K is based on φ ps and is 
denoted Kps. In figures 22 and 23, the back-calculated K values are plotted against the 
percentage of gravel or soil type. 
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Figure 22.  K vs. Percent Gravel 
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Figure 23.  Kps vs. Percent Gravel 
 
In both cases, the required K value increases as gravel content increases. Using psφ  
reduced the required K value for all cases by roughly half. Figure 24 and Figure 25 
examine the required K values versus the depth to mid-layer. 
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Figure 24.  K vs. Depth to Mid-Layer 
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Figure 25.  K ps vs. Depth to Mid-Layer 
 
The preceding figures show that the required K decreases with depth.  In fact, using psφ  
the required K at depths greater than 30 ft is 1. 
 
Dilation 
The results presented above show that dilatancy is a key issue in the skin friction of 
drilled shafts.  Dilatancy is a term for shear induced volume change.  When shear stress is 
applied to an element, its volume can decrease, increase, or stay the same.  When it is 
lightly confined and initially dense, it tends to expand and is said to be dilatant.  If it is 
heavily confined and initially loose, then it tends to increase in density and is said to be 
contractive.  Therefore, whether or not it tends to dilate during shear and by how much 
depends on how dense the material is initially and how heavily confined it is. 
 
When a drilled shaft is loaded axially and starts to move downward relative to the soil, a 
shear surface is established along the surface of the shaft or in the vicinity of the outer 
surface of the shaft.  It is in this region that dilation primarily occurs.  The amount of 
movement required for particles moving in and near the shaft surface depends on the 
effective particle size and roughness of the shaft.  The larger the particle size and the 
rougher the shaft the more outward and downward movement is required to develop the 
shear resistance. If a shaft were axially loaded and forced downward 2 inches, and the 
particles around the shaft were of size up to about 2 inches, then particles around the 
shaft would be forced to move radially outward a distance up to about 2 inches, due to the 
dilatory effect, which depends on the particle size. This outward movement tendency 
could be accommodated in one of two ways (or a combination of both).  First, and 
perhaps most importantly, outward movement of particles due to dilation is more or less 
equivalent to cavity expansion and would be accomplished by an increase in radial 
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normal stress as the particles are forced outward.  If the material surrounding the shaft 
were of very low compressibility and densification could not be accommodated, then the 
ground surface would heave slightly to accommodate the dilation.  In most cases it is 
expected that dilation is accommodated by both densification and heaving of the ground 
surface. 
 
The results of this study support the assertion of dilative behavior.  The amount of 
dilation and corresponding increase in radial stress is expected to increase with the 
amount of gravel present in the soil, and the size of the gravel particles.  With an increase 
in radial stress the skin friction capacity of the drilled shaft is expected to increase.  The 
results clearly verified this phenomenon.  As the depth increases, the confining pressure 
increases and the outward particle movement is accommodated by local densification 
around the shaft. Under these conditions the relative increase in radial stress is minimal 
and the K values tend to approach about 1. 
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Figure 26:  Typical Grain Size Distribution of SGC Soil  
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REPORT ON PRELIMINARY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES OF TWO CASE 
HISTORY STUDIES OF AXIALLY LOADED DRILLED SHAFTS 
 
Introduction 
There are very few case histories in the literature which provide detailed information, 
including full gradation curves, on large-scale axial loading of drilled shafts in very 
coarse grained materials. Two such case histories have been identified and are presented 
next. To enhance the usefulness of the load-deflection data, a series of parametric finite 
element analyses was also performed. 
 
A high percentage of Phoenix and the Salt River Valley area is underlain by very coarse 
granular deposits consisting of mixtures of sand, gravel, and cobbles (SGC soil).  This 
section of the report presents results of finite element analysis for two axially loaded 
concrete drilled shafts founded in SGC soils.  The main objective of this study is to 
determine a set of properties—soil angle of internal friction, φ; soil dilation angle, ψ; 
coefficient of friction between soil and pile, f; coefficient of at-rest lateral earth pressure, 
K; and soil modulus of elasticity, E—that best represent the SGC soils in the field.  
Finite element analysis using ABAQUS Version 5.8 has been performed with the goal of 
matching the load-deflection curves of these two tests by iterating with different sets of 
soil parameters. 
 
Characteristics of the SGC Soils  
SGC soils predominate in the heavily populated areas of central and southern Arizona.  
These soils were deposited by high-energy discharges of the Salt River and other 
drainages.  SGC soils consist mainly of sand, gravel, and cobbles with a small amount of 
silt and are generally classified as GP in the Unified Soil Classification System.  These 
soils generally contain particles up to about 12 inches and occasionally contain scattered 
boulders exceeding 24 inches.  SGC soil also contains a very high percentage of quartz, 
chert, and other very hard particles.  This is typically reflected by very high wear on 
drilling tools used in both foundation drilling and exploratory drilling into the deposit.  
These types of soils are too coarse to enable the evaluation of relative density or 
compressibility by conventional penetration tests and laboratory methods.  Their coarse 
nature also makes it extremely difficult and costly to obtain in-situ densities. The ranges 
in gradation of typical SGC samples are shown in Figure 26. 
 
Axial Compression Loading on Drilled Shafts 
An axial load test was reporteded in May, 1973, as a part of research project no. HPR-1-
10(122), “An Investigation of the Load Carrying Capacity of Drilled Cast-in-Place 
Concrete Piles Bearing on Coarse Granular Soils and Cemented Alluvial Fan Deposits,” 
prepared by George H. Beckwith and Dale V. Bedenkop (1973) for the Arizona Highway 
Department.  The load tests were devised such that only the bearing capacity of the soil 
would be analyzed for both belled and normal shafts.  The finite element analysis which 
follows examines only the load test on a normal shaft without a bell as reported by 
Beckwith and Bedenkop (1973). 
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Soil Profile 
The soil profile for the first test consisted of roughly 7 feet of uncemented or weakly 
cemented silty clays and sandy clays underlain by moderate to strong lime-cemented clayey 
sands and sandy clays to a depth of 11 to 13.50 feet.  Beneath this is a layer of moderately 
cemented clayey gravels; the SGC was first encountered between 14.5 to 16 feet, and it 
extended downward more than 20 feet according to Beckwith and Bedenkop (1973). The 
SGC layer is uncemented and relatively uniform except for a clean, fine to medium sand 
encountered at between 17.5 to 19 feet.  In general, soil moisture contents were very low 
throughout the extent of the borings.   
 
Pile Configuration 
The reinforced concrete shaft had an average diameter of 2.50 feet and was 17.83 feet long.  
The top of the shaft was about 6 inches above the ground surface as shown in Figure 27.  The 
side of the shaft was separated from the soil by a sonotube such that the test was strictly a 
measure of end-bearing capacity (frictionless shaft). 
 
Figure 27: Pile Configuration 
 
Finite Element Analysis 
A finite element model was created using the ABAQUS Finite Element Program. The shaft 
was treated as a linear elastic material with modulus of elasticity, E, equal to 7.0×108 pounds 
per square foot, and Poisson’s Ratio (υ) 0.30.  The unit weight of the concrete is assumed to 
be 150 pounds per cubic foot.  The soil is treated as an elastic fully-plastic material as repre-
sented by the Drucker-Prager Model shown in Figure 28.  The unit weight of the soil is 
assumed to be 125 pcf with a Poisson’s Ratio of 0.40.  Sliding elements were installed 
between the shaft and the soil and have a coefficient of friction equal to zero to represent a 
frictionless shaft.  A parametric study was done to study the effect of the soil internal angle 
of friction (φ), soil dilation angle (ψ), and soil modulus of elasticity (E), and to select opti-
mum values.  An associated flow rule was assumed first, such that the soil angle of internal 
friction equals the dilation angle.  The field load-deflection curve is shown in Figure 29.  
Figure 30 shows the effect of soil modulus of elasticity (E) on the load deflection curve of 
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the axially loaded pier.  The effect of the internal friction angle on the final load deflection 
curve is shown in Figure 31.  
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Figure 28: Drucker-Prager Model. 
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Figure 29: Field Load-Deflection Curve. 
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Figure 30: Effect of Soil Modulus, E, on the Load Deflection Curve. 
 
 
Figure 31: Effect of Soil Angle of Internal Friction, ø, on the Load Deflection Curve 
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Effect of Dilation Angle 
Of course, the higher the dilation angle (ψ), the more the soil dilates.  The ψ value should 
be less than or equal to the soil angle of internal friction (φ). A parametric study was 
performed to study the effect of dilation angle on the load deflection curve for the axially 
loaded drilled shaft.  As an example of one of these sets of iterations, Figure 32 shows the 
effect of the dilation angle on the deflection curve for φ = 36o.  Both φ and ψ were 
changed in such a way as to match the field load deflection curve as closely as possible.  
Figure 33 shows a summary of these trials and their comparison with the field test.  
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Figure 32: Effect of Soil Dilation Angle on Results. 
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Figure 33: Set of Trials of Match Field Load-Deflection curve. 
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Best Fit Indicator 
The R2 value has been calculated using the Least Squares Method to correlate to the best 
fit of these results to the real field test.  Figure 34 shows the R2 values for the different 
sets of finite element runs.  Figure 35 shows the line representing the highest R2 values.  
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Figure 34: R2 Values for Different Sets of ø and Ψ 
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Figure 35: Curve of Maximum R2 Values, for ψ vs φ. 
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Selection of Best Set of Parameters for SGC 
Based on the comparisons shown in figures 30 through 35 it was concluded that the best 
set of soil parameters for matching the field load-deflection curve for SGC is φ = 36o, for 
ψ = 36o, and E = 1.25 X 107 psf. These values are associated with a unit weight of the 
soil of 125 pcf and Poisson’s ratio of 0.40.   
 
Uplift Loading on Drilled Shaft Test 
This test was reported in January, 1997, in Drilled Shaft Side Friction in Gravelly Soils, 
by Kyle M. Rollins, Robert J. Clayton, Rodney C. Mikesell, and Bradford C. Blaise for 
the Utah Department of Transportation (UT-97.02)  (Rollins et al. 1997).  The main 
objective of this test was to evaluate the side friction between the shaft and the soil 
generated by applying an uplift load on the shaft. This study is one of a very small 
number where sufficient data is available for back analysis.  
 
Soil Profile 
“A general description of the subsurface materials is as follows: from the ground surface 
to a depth of 12 feet -very dense coarse to fine gravel with cobbles; from 12 feet to the 
maximum depth of exploration (15 ft) - medium density sand.  Percent gravel for the site 
ranges from 68% in the gravely materials to 2% in the silty sand. … Maximum particle 
size is 4 inches and ground water was encountered at 12.6 ft in the 15-foot shaft boring” 
(Rollins et al. 1997: 45).  The grain size distribution for the soil at this site is shown in 
Figure 36.  Additional specifics are given in Rollins et al (1997). 
 
 
Figure 36: Grain size Distribution for the soil at Utah site. 
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Pile Configuration 
The reinforced concrete pile had an average diameter of 2.00 feet and is 12.60 feet long 
as shown in Figure 37. 
12.6` 
24`` 
Very Dense Gravel  with  
Brown to Dark Tan 
Sand  and Cobbles  
%  Gravel=56 to 65%  
   
Figure 37: Pile Configuration 
 
Finite Element Analysis 
A finite element model was created using the ABAQUS Finite Element Program.  The 
pile was treated like the last case study as a linear elastic material with modulus of 
elasticity, E, equal to 7.0×108 psf, and a Poisson’s Ratio, υ, of 0.30.  The unit weight of 
the concrete is assumed to be 150 pcf.  The soil is also treated as an elastic fully plastic 
material represented by the Drucker-Prager Model as shown in Figure 28.  The unit 
weight of the soil is assumed to be 125 pcf with a Poisson’s Ratio of 0.40.  Friction 
elements were installed between the shaft and the soil.  A parametric study was done to 
study the effect of the soil internal angle of friction (φ), soil dilation angle (ψ), coefficient 
of friction between soil and pile (f), and soil modulus of elasticity (E).  The field load-
deflection curve for the uplift load test is shown in Figure 38.   
 
Figure 39 shows the effect of soil modulus of elasticity, E, on the load deflection curve 
created by ABAQUS.  The effect of the coefficient of friction between soil and pile, f, on 
the final load deflection curve is shown in Figure 40.  
 
Figure 41 shows the effect of the coefficient of at-rest lateral earth pressure, k, on the 
load deflection curve.  From the above analysis, Figure 42 shows the best set of soil 
parameters for matching the field load-deflection curve.  These parameters are: φ =42°, 
ψ=42°, E=2.25×106 psf, k=2.8, and f=1.0. 
 
The results of both sets of finite element analyses are expected to be useful in subsequent 
phases of the research project. 
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Figure 38: Load Deflection Curve for the Uplift Test. 
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Figure 39: Effect of Soil Modulus, E on Load Deflection Curve. 
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Figure 40: Effect of Coefficient of Friction between Pile and Soil, f. 
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Figure 41: Effect of Coefficient of Friction, f, on Load Deflection Curve. 
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Figure 42: Best Fit for the Uplift Load Test. 
 
Conclusions from Study of Literature and Current Practice 
None of the predictive methods for fine-grained material reported on herein work 
well for medium to high gravel content.  All are extremely conservative at high drilled 
shaft capacity.  Rollins et al. begins to address the issue but it would appear that a method 
specifically developed for gravelly soils is needed. It is relevant to note that the major 
source of error in these predictive methods from the literature is apparently the “K,” 
which is the ratio of horizontal normal stress to vertical normal stress. With the exception 
of the Rollins et al. (1997). procedure, essentially all the methods limit the K value to 
about 0.8. By contrast, Figures 16 through 25 show that the actual K ranges on average 
from about 1.5 to nearly 6, with the highest values being associated with shallow depth 
and high gravel content. Both conditions are associated with large radially-outward 
movements due to dilation. Even though the Rollins procedure produces more or less 
unbiased estimates of skin friction at low values of skin friction, the procedure greatly 
underestimates capacity when the skin friction is high. 
 
As one studies each of these procedures, it typically appears that each author is 
focused on assessing the K value just before the drilled shaft is constructed. No evidence 
exists that consideration was given to the buildup of K due to dilational behavior. In 
most instances it appears that the models were developed for smooth-wall driven shafts in 
fine-grained materials where dilational behavior was not an issue. It may well have not 
been the intention of the authors that their models be applied to gravelly materials. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF WORK PLAN FOR COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT 
AND ASSESSMENT OF PROGNOSIS FOR SUCCESS 
 
Data Gaps 
The impetus for SPR-493 came from ADOT and its consultants, who recognized the 
dearth of data on the drilled shaft capacity in very coarse materials with grain sizes up to 
that of SGC. They expressed concern that available design models from the literature for 
fine-grained materials that are in use today are far too conservative when used for very 
coarse-grained gravelly and cobbly materials and perhaps too conservative even for fine-
grained materials in some cases. This report shows this concern is well justified. 
 
Given that the primary objective of SPR-493 was to develop a model for predicting the 
capacity of single and groups of drilled shafts in gravelly materials, including coarse 
gravels, it follows that potential data gaps would correspond to the data needed to 
develop and then to use the predictive model. 
 
A rather thorough literature review of methodologies for evaluating skin friction for 
drilled shafts has been conducted and the results of this review were reported in the 
“Summary of Literature and current Practice” section. These methodologies from the 
literature were combined with the experiences of the SPR-493 research team to develop a 
consensus on the most important parameters which influence the drilled shaft capacity 
and the form of a predictive model that would be practical for practitioners to use. This 
investigative process resulted in the conclusion that the most important parameters are: 
1. Shear strength parameters of the material, φ′ (and c′ if material has significant 
cohesion). 
2. Density of the material. 
3. Dilational behavior of the material (specifically the amount of radially outward 
movement of particles which must occur to accommodate an increment of 
downward movement of the shaft). 
4. Compressibility of the material as a function of effective stress state. 
5. The grain size distribution (GSD) of the material. 
 
Several of the above factors are interrelated; i.e., they are not independent. It is 
immediately obvious that even a modestly accurate evaluation of the above factors is not 
practical for practitioners engaged in routine design of drilled shafts. Therefore, the 
overall success of this research project requires that the above parameters be expressed as 
simple functions of one or two material index properties, so that evaluation of drilled 
shaft capacity can be easily accomplished. At this point in the research program it was 
tentatively concluded that only one index property would be required: the grain size 
distribution (GSD). It is believed that the other four parameters can be correlated, with 
satisfactory accuracy, with GSD. This is because we were persuaded that density could 
be related to GSD and the other parameters could then be related to density and/or GSD.  
 
Because these correlations between GSD and the other 4 factors listed above had not yet 
been developed, this was an important first task in the next phase of this research. 
Correlations between grain size distribution (GSD), and each of the four factors: 
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1. c′ and φ′ 
2. Density 
3. Dilational behavior 
4. Compressibility 
 
obviously required that GSD be paired with each of these four factors so that correlations 
could be developed. The sources of data include (a) the literature, (b) the results of field 
in-situ density measurements and field sampling, and (c) the results of a lab test program 
performed at ASU as a part of SPR-493. The lab test program is described further under 
the heading “Lab Testing,” but here it is noted that it involves large scale direct shear 
tests on concrete/granular material interfaces. Each direct shear test series provides data 
on the relationships between GSD and φ′, dilational behavior, and compressibility. The 
relationship between GSD and density is derived from data obtained from the literature 
and from data gathered during visits to the field for sampling at gravelly material sites. 
 
In summary, the missing data needed to complete the SPR-493 study and develop a new 
model which can be used to predict drilled shaft capacity in gravelly materials are: 
 
Pairs of values of GSD and 
a) c′, φ′  
b) Density 
c) Dilational behavior 
d) Compressibility 
 
Work Plan Overview 
This work plan entails field site investigations, laboratory testing, and analytical work 
including finite element simulations. It is aimed at development of a model for predicting 
drilled shaft axial load capacity in gravelly materials. Although some of the analyses 
conducted as a part of model development are rather sophisticated, the model finally 
developed is simple to use and employs input which is readily ascertained by 
practitioners. Because some background on the work plan was presented under the 
section “Data Gaps,” the tasks to be completed will be described very briefly. 
 
Task 1- Site Visits for Sample Retrieval 
A wide variety of sites were visited to obtain data sets which relate GSD to material 
density.  A second objective was to obtain samples for laboratory testing. Activities at 
each of these site visits included backhoe excavation to obtain representative samples and 
measure density. These pairs of values of GSD and density were used to develop a 
correlation between GSD and density. 
 
Task 2- Laboratory Test Program 
The purpose of the laboratory test program was to generate data which can be used to 
relate GSD to: 
1. c′, φ′  
2. Dilational behavior 
3. Compressibility 
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The test apparatus and testing technique used are comprised of a large-scale (about 12 in 
square) direct shear apparatus which was used to measure compressibility, dilational 
response, and shearing resistance of concrete/material interfaces. This apparatus was 
designed and constructed at ASU. These tests were performed on a series of materials 
representing the full spectrum of gravelly materials. The percent gravel ranged from very 
small up to reasonably close to 100%. The materials included both well-graded and 
relatively uniform GSDs. The percent fines was typically less than 5.  
 
Each test series, for a material with a given GSD, included the following major steps: 
1. Preparation/compaction to the density most typical of this GSD for naturally 
deposited materials in the field (using the correlations developed in Task 1). 
2. Excavation/removal of half of the material—to be replaced with quickset 
concrete—while minimizing disturbance to the remaining material. 
3. Casting of the concrete half of the test specimen, with the concrete being 
pressurized to a level typical of field placement conditions. This boundary 
condition is imposed  to simulate as closely as possible the penetration into 
gravelly materials by the most liquid fractions of the concrete, which occurs in 
the field. 
4. Application of confining pressure with measurement of compressibility of the 
gravelly material. 
5. Shear to failure, with measurement of dilational response and measurement of 
shear resistance leading to c′ and φ′. 
 
Task 3- Analysis and Model Development 
This task was necessarily iterative. The basic form of the predictive model used for skin 
friction, fs, and tip resistance, qtip, was 
s vf c K tan′ ′ ′= + σ φ         (30) 
where 
• c′ and φ′ are effective stress strength parameters 
• v′σ is the effective normal stress 
• K is the ratio of horizontal normal stress to vertical normal stress 
 
qtip = f(c′, φ′, compressibility, dilational response) 
 
The above forms of the predictive model were used during the conduct of the research. 
After completion of the research the practitioner/user will use greatly simplified 
predictive equations as follows: 
( )s 1f f GSD,depth=         (31) 
( )tip 2q f GSD, depth=        (32) 
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Thus the ultimate users of the model will need only grain size distribution (GSD) data as 
a material property as input. With only GSD data, the user can utilize a detailed step-by-
step procedure for drilled shaft design, to arrive at a final design. 
 
The analyses under Task 3 proceeded somewhat as follows. The results from Tasks 1 and 
2 were input to a Finite Element Model (FEM) which was used to predict the response of 
the drilled shaft to load. The FEM input parameters were adjusted to optimize agreement  
between prediction and measured results for as many as practical of the drilled shafts pre- 
sented under the section “Comparison of Actual Skin Friction Factors to Predicted for Drilled 
Shaft in Granular Soil.” The lateral stress ratio “K” was be evaluated from the FEM at all 
load levels. These finite element iterations were be used to develop the functions f1 and f2 
cited above. At the end of the model development process we have a model that: 
1. Is theoretically sound 
2. Is overall consistent with available field drilled shaft test data 
3. Can be used with only GSD data as input 
4. Does not suffer from the ultra-conservatism exhibited by existing models. 
 
Task 4- Development of a Design Methodology 
A design methodology was developed for the design of drilled shafts in gravelly 
materials. The methodology includes a detailed design example. 
 
Prognosis For Success 
It would, perhaps, be expected that the research team would be optimistic about the 
outcome of this effort even before the last half of the research work was completed. 
However, there were good reasons for this optimism. First, the approach proposed is 
fundamentally sound. The experimental and analytical phases were directed at identifying 
and evaluating fundamental material response parameters that are directly related to 
drilled shaft load capacity.  
 
To further illustrate the cause for optimism, the research team constructed a crude 
empirical model, based strictly on the data gathered under the “Summary of Literature 
and Current Practice.” This empirical model was constructed by combining the data in 
Figures 22 and 24 into one graph, using iterative adjustment to obtain smooth curves. The 
resulting combination is shown in Figure 43. The K value is the ratio of the horizontal to 
vertical stress as defined earlier. Likewise, the available database was used to very 
approximately relate density and φ′ value to percent gravel, P+4. These correlations shown 
in Figure 44 and Figure 45 are very approximate for several reasons, in particular the fact 
that P+4 was not typically reported in connection with the field drilled shaft test and had 
to be estimated from boring log material descriptions. These estimates contributed 
significantly to the scatter in the final results. 
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Figure 45: Gravel Content vs. φ` Value-Approximate Relationship 
 
The values from Figure 43 through Figure 45 were used together with the estimated P+4 
values and knowledge of the depth to estimate skin friction, fs by: 
s vf K tan′ ′= σ φ         (33) 
 
These values of fs were then compared with the measured fs values to obtain Figure 46. 
Comparison of Figure 46 with Figure 3 shows that even this crude empirical model with 
all of its inherent approximations gives better agreement than any of the models found in 
the literature. The scatter in Figure 46 is still excessive and needs improvement; however, 
this was the starting point for the completion of the project. After the GSD and density at 
field locations are measured , the lab test results are received, and  the analytical studies 
are completed, it would be quite reasonable to expect that a predictive model could be 
generated that exhibits much less scatter than that shown in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Measured vs. Predicted for a New Empirical Model 
 
The results presented up to this point present the findings from the survey of literature 
and current practice, the analyses of these literature findings, a report on preliminary 
finite element analyses of two axially-loaded drilled shafts, a work plan for completion of 
the project, and an assessment of the prognosis for success, together with a preliminary 
empirical model for K vs percent gravel and depth.  The sections which follow present 
the results from newer work by the research team on field testing, laboratory work, 
finite element analyses, and development of a design model and design methodology. 
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FIELD TESTING 
 
Different river beds and gravel pits were visited to measure in-situ density and to collect some 
granular material samples for further lab testing. Eleven sites were visited in four different 
states: Arizona, Utah, California, and Oregon. A total of eighteen in-situ density tests were 
conducted.  
 
Table 6 shows the different sites and the number of in-situ density tests conducted at each site. 
 
Table 6: River Beds and Gravel Pit Sites 
Site Number of in-situ 
density tests 
Agua Fria River at 91st Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 3 
Salt River at 51st Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 3 
Gravel pit at Mapleton, Provo, UT 2 
Gravel pit at Point of the Mountain East, Provo, UT 2 
Gravel pit at Point of the Mountain West, Provo, UT 2 
Garcia River near Highway One, Manchester, CA 1 
Gualala River near Highway One, Gualala, CA 1 
Redwood Creek and US101, CA 1 
Navarro River on Highway 128, Albion, CA 1 
Columbia River at Tomahawk Island, Portland, OR 1 
Rogue River at Griffin Park, OR 1 
Total 18 
 
In-Situ Density 
In most of the field in-situ density tests, a backhoe was used to excavate a very 
substantial amount of the granular material and this material was weighed using large 
scales available on site. A plastic sheet was used to line the hole. A large water tank was 
used to fill the hole with water. The weights of the water tank before and after the hole 
was filled with water were determined. The edges of the holes were often not perfectly 
level, which caused the water to reach one edge of the hole before the others, so 
additional measurements were taken in these cases to evaluate the remaining volume 
using a measuring tape. The difference in water weights as well as the calculated 
additional volume represents the volume of the hole. The moist density of the granular 
material was calculated using the following equation.  
= W
V
γ   (34) 
where γ is the natural moist unit weight of the material, W is the weight of the material 
excavated from the hole including moisture, and V is the volume of the hole and can be 
calculated by: 
−= +b a
w
W WV Calculated Additional Volumeγ  (35) 
where Wb is the weight of water tank before filling the hole, and Wa is the weight of the 
water tank after filling the hole, and γw is the water unit weight (9.81 kN/m3). Figures 47 
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through 52 show photographs taken in the field illustrating the various tasks required for 
measuring the in-situ density.  
 
 
Figure 47: Hole is Excavated Using the Backhoe. 
 
Figure 48: The Material is Dumped (collected) in a Loader to be Weighed. 
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Figure 49: The hole is lined with a Plastic Sheet. 
 
Figure 50: The Water Tank Used to Fill the Hole. 
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 Figure 51: Hole Filled with Water. 
 
Figure 52: Collected Samples 
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The material samples collected from the field were sealed as shown in Figure 52 to 
maintain the natural water content of each . Table 7 shows the moist in-situ density for 
each site. The moist in-situ density varied from a minimum value 104.6 pcf for the test at 
Columbia River, OR, to a maximum value of 148.5 pcf for the second test at 51st Avenue, 
Phoenix, AZ and the test at Rogue River, OR. 
 
 
Table 7: Moist In-Situ Density 
Test No. Site Moist In-Situ Density (pcf) 
1 91st Avenue (1) (AZ) 107.8 
2 91st Avenue (2) (AZ) 139.9 
3 91st Avenue (3) (AZ) 135.9 
4 51st Avenue (1) (AZ) 144.1 
5 51st Avenue (2) (AZ) 148.5 
6 51st Avenue (3) (AZ) 135.0 
7 Mapleton (1) (UT) 141.8 
8 Mapleton (2) (UT) 144.0 
9 Point of the Mountain East (1) (UT) 109.0 
10 Point of the Mountain East (2) (UT) 112.0 
11 Point of the Mountain West (1) (UT) 114.4 
12 Point of the Mountain West (2) (UT) 109.8 
13 Garcia River (CA1) 125.6 
14 Gualala River (CA2) 116.3 
15 Redwood Creek (CA3) 142.4 
16 Navarro River (CA4) 120.2 
17 Columbia River (OR1) 104.6 
18 Rogue River (OR2) 148.5 
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LAB TESTING 
 
The lab testing can be divided into two main categories: first, grain size distribution and 
moisture content and second, large scale direct shear testing. 
 
Grain Size Distribution 
The material samples collected from the field were dried in an oven to measure the water 
content of each material. The water content for each test is shown in Table 8. The natural 
water content varied from 0.99% at Redwood Creek, CA to 7.31% at Columbia River, OR.  
 
The dry material was sieved using large sieve shakers. The sieves ranged from 2 inches in 
size (5 cm) down to sieve #200 (0.074 mm). Occasionally it was necessary to measure a 
few very large particles manually. Figures 53 through 70 show the grain size distributions 
for the eighteen different material samples collected from the field. Figure 71 shows the 
grain size distribution curves for all materials on the same plot. The percentage of gravel 
varied from a minimum of 0% to a maximum of 82.1% as given in Table 9. The 
percentage passing the # 200 sieve varied from 0.13% for Redwood Creek, CA, to a 
maximum value of 5.05% for 51st Avenue, Phoenix, AZ.  
 
Table 8: Natural Water Content 
Material No. Site Water Content (%) 
1 91st Avenue (1) 4.58 
2 91st Avenue (2) 2.75 
3 91st Avenue (3) 5.51 
4 51st Avenue (1) 0.83 
5 51st Avenue (2) 2.51 
6 51st Avenue (3) 2.73 
7 Mapleton (1) 2.74 
8 Mapleton (2) 2.77 
9 Point of the Mountain East (1) 2.14 
10 Point of the Mountain East (2) 3.77 
11 Point of the Mountain West (1) 2.90 
12 Point of the Mountain West (2) 2.60 
13 Garcia River (CA1) 2.15 
14 Gualala River (CA2) 3.07 
15 Redwood Creek (CA3) 0.99 
16 Navarro River (CA4) 1.36 
17 Columbia River (OR1) 7.31 
18 Rogue River (OR2) 2.97 
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Figure 53: Grain Size Distribution for Material #1, 91st Avenue (1). 
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Figure 54: Grain Size Distribution for Material #2, 91st Avenue (2). 
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Figure 55: Grain Size Distribution for Material #3, 91st Avenue (3).
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Figure 56: Grain Size Distribution for Material #4, 51st Avenue (1). 
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Figure 57: Grain Size Distribution for Material #5, 51st Avenue (2). 
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Figure 58: Grain Size Distribution for Material #6, 51st Avenue (3).
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Figure 59: Grain Size Distribution for Material #7, Mapleton (1). 
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Figure 60: Grain Size Distribution for Material #8, Mapleton (2). 
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Figure 61: Grain Size Distribution for Material #9, Point of the Mountain East (1).
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Figure 62: Grain Size Distribution for Material #10, Point of the Mountain East (2). 
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Figure 63: Grain Size Distribution for Material #11, Point of the Mountain West (1). 
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Figure 64: Grain Size Distribution for Material #12, Point of the Mountain West (2).
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Figure 65: Grain Size Distribution for Material #13, Garcia River (CA1). 
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Figure 66: Grain Size Distribution for Material #14, Gualala River (CA2). 
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Figure 67: Grain Size Distribution for Material #15, Redwood Creek (CA3).
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Figure 68: Grain Size Distribution for Material #16, Navarro River (CA4). 
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Figure 69: Grain Size Distribution for Material #17, Columbia River (OR1). 
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Figure 70: Grain Size Distribution for Material #18, Rogue River (OR2). 
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Figure 71: Grain Size Distribution for All Materials. 
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The primary gradation parameters, D10 up to D100, from each grain size distribution were 
determined and are shown in Table 9. The D10 values ranged from 0.004 in. for the first 
test at 91st Avenue, Phoenix, AZ, to a maximum value of 0.05 in. for the third test at 51st 
Avenue, Phoenix, AZ. However, D100 varied from 10 in. for the second test for the mate-
rial at 91st Avenue, AZ, to a minimum of 0.25 in. for the material at Columbia River, OR. 
 
Table 9: Various parameters of the Grain Size Distribution for All Samples. 
Material No. D10 D20 D30 D40 D50 D60 D70 D80 D90 D100 P200 % Gravel
1 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.012 0.015 0.026 0.053 0.081 0.524 4 5.05 17.05 
2 0.009 0.026 0.062 0.226 0.501 1.168 2.405 5.502 9.138 10 4 59.1 
3 0.015 0.037 0.058 0.085 0.217 0.319 0.463 0.866 1.423 5 1.657 47.46 
4 0.028 0.063 0.292 0.645 1.061 1.502 2.098 2.828 5.162 7 0.57 71.66 
5 0.030 0.057 0.132 0.368 0.856 1.337 1.910 2.632 4.923 8 0.608 64.74 
6 0.053 0.313 0.640 0.897 1.140 1.385 1.714 2.175 2.780 6 0.202 82.1 
7 0.021 0.065 0.282 0.476 0.717 0.989 1.374 1.951 2.657 8 0.848 72.1 
8 0.006 0.015 0.206 0.393 0.637 0.941 1.311 1.783 2.384 3 1.67 69.3 
9 0.010 0.019 0.035 0.051 0.068 0.116 0.228 0.348 1.274 7 1.56 28.02 
10 0.007 0.013 0.025 0.047 0.069 0.196 0.337 0.642 1.504 3 2.88 37.47 
11 0.077 0.014 0.026 0.040 0.054 0.068 0.101 0.194 0.303 2 3.677 13.96 
12 0.009 0.015 0.024 0.036 0.048 0.060 0.072 0.119 0.216 1.5 1.613 6.44 
13 0.020 0.036 0.053 0.319 0.442 0.621 0.836 1.140 1.524 3 1.23 67.16 
14 0.030 0.049 0.068 0.104 0.162 0.220 0.284 0.357 0.574 3 0.366 34.7 
15 0.033 0.062 0.134 0.277 0.486 0.822 1.200 1.682 2.549 5 0.134 61.72 
16 0.013 0.045 0.088 0.139 0.190 0.241 0.357 0.068 0.498 2 0.74 38.1 
17 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.021 0.037 0.053 0.069 0.25 1.07 0 
18 0.044 0.210 0.593 1.042 1.468 1.880 2.261 2.631 3.000 6 0.642 78.97 
All “D” are in inches. 
 
A model for correlation between in-situ density and grain size distribution parameters of 
the granular material was developed using trial and error. The grain size distribution 
parameters D90/D10 and D50 were found to be the best parameters for a good correlation 
with the in-situ density. It was found that in-situ dry unit weight normalized to the unit 
weight of water could be correlated to the grain size distribution parameters as follows: 
( )
0.033
0.134390
50 50
10
0.662 1.474 ,d
w
D D where D is in inches
D
γ
γ
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (36) 
( )
0.033
0.134390
50 50
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0.662 0.9546 ,d
w
D D where D is in millimeters
D
γ
γ
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (37) 
where γd is the in-situ dry unit weight and γw is the water unit weight (62.4 pcf or 9.81 
kN/m3). The parameters D90, D50, and D10 are the particle sizes corresponding to 90, 50, 
and 10 percent passing, respectively. The d
w
γ
γ  ratios measured from the field work were 
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compared to the d
w
γ
γ  ratios predicted from our model (equation 36) and the comparison is 
shown in Figure 72. The predicted values from the model are adequately close to the 
measured ones, which indicates that the developed model is satisfactory for predicting the 
in-situ dry density for stream deposited granular materials from gradation data. 
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Figure 72: Measured  d
w
γ
γ  Values Versus Predicted 
 
Large Scale Shear Testing 
A large scale shear box (1ftx1ftx1ft) was designed and built to test granular material (up 
to 2 inches particle size). Figure 73 shows a photograph of this device. The axial load 
(confining stress) was applied using four self-bottled hydraulic jacks, each of which has a 
4 ton capacity. The lateral load (shear stress) was applied using two self-bottled hydraulic 
jacks, each of which has a 4 ton capacity. The shear load is applied on the upper half only 
while the lower half of the box is restrained using spacers placed between the box and the 
frame. The six jacks are connected to pressure gauges to read out the pressure. They were 
calibrated using load cells. The lateral deformation is measured using two dial gauges and 
the vertical deformation (compression or dilation) is measured using four dial gauges 
distributed to the corners of the box. The confining pressure jacks sit on steel bearings to 
minimize the friction between the jacks and the box. 
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Figure 73: Large Scale Shear Box 
 
Testing Procedure 
1. A certain amount of material remaining on each sieve was extracted to ensure that 
the gradation of each test specimen precisely matched the grain size distribution 
curve of each material. As shown in Figure 74, each layer of each test specimen 
was mixed dry in four different mixes and each compacted to the proper density. 
 
2. An amount of water was added to each mix to match the water content in the field 
as shown in Figure 74. 
 
3. The material was compacted in four layers; each layer being 3 inches thick, as 
shown in Figure 75. 
 
4. A cover plate was used to push the top layer flush with the box edges as shown in 
Figure 76. This step ensures that the material is not over- or under-compacted and 
brings the density more or less precisely to the target value. 
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5. The box was flipped 90° to another side and half of the material was excavated as 
shown in Figure 77. The gravel particles are almost never equidimensional. The 
longest dimension tends to be horizontal in the field.  Therefore, in the field, the 
orientation of the particles is usually perpendicular to the axis of the drilled shaft. 
By flipping the box the gravel particles were oriented to be perpendicular to the 
concrete face, to be subsequently placed. Thus, to the extent possible, the 
“structure” of the gravel test specimen was matched to the expected field 
configuration. 
 
6. Concrete was mixed using high cement content and an accelerator was used to 
make it set up quickly and have a high strength. The upper half of the box was 
coated with Vaseline to make sure that the concrete would not stick to the steel 
plates and also to make it easy to extract the concrete block after the test. The 
concrete was then poured into the box as shown in Figure 78. Air pressure equal 
to the estimated overburden pressure was applied to the concrete face to represent 
the overburden pressure of the concrete at the depth of interest as shown in Figure 
78. 
 
7. After about two days, the concrete was adequately set up and the test specimen 
was ready to be sheared. The box was lifted such that the concrete side was in the 
bottom half and the material side was in the upper half. The winch shown in 
Figure 73 was used to facilitate lifting and turning the filled shear box, which was 
quite heavy. 
 
8. The upper steel plate (the one in contact with the material) was replaced by the 
plate which carries the steel bearings and the four hydraulic jacks and which 
applies normal pressure. 
 
9. The upper half of the box was then jacked up relative to the lower half to reduce 
the friction between them. All six dial gauges (4 for axial deformations and 2 for 
lateral deformation) were then installed. Initial readings were taken for all gauges. 
 
10. The confining pressure was first increased to a pressure equal to the overburden 
pressure of concrete corresponding to the depth (section) under consideration. 
Next the confining pressure was adjusted to the target value (which could depend 
on the anticipated K value, which of course depends on depth and percentage of 
gravel).  
 
11. The compressibility of the material was then determined from the increment(s) in 
confining pressure described in previous steps. 
 
12. This confining pressure was kept constant while applying the shear load. It was 
generally necessary to adjust the confining pressure jacks to keep the pressure 
constant, especially when dilation was large. 
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(a) Material is mixed dry (b) Water is added and mixed wet 
Figure 74: Material is mixed dry first and then wetted. 
 
 
(a) Material is poured into the box (b) Compacting material layer 
(c) Compacting material layer (d) Measuring layer thickness 
Figure 75: Compacting Material in Layers. 
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(a) Cover Plate into place. (b) Cover plate makes material flush 
with box top. 
Figure 76: A Cover Plate Used to Make Sure Material is Flush to Box Top. 
 
 
 
Figure 77: Material is removed from the upper half of the box. 
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(a) Box Upper Half is Coated with Vaseline 
 
(b) Concrete Poured from Mixer 
 
(c) Concrete Poured into the Box 
 
(d) Compacting Concrete 
 
(e) Leveling Concrete 
 
(f) Applying Air Pressure to Concrete  
Figure 78: Pouring Concrete into the box. 
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Direct Shear Lab Test Program 
Six materials (out of the available eighteen) were chosen to be tested in the large scale 
direct shear box. They were chosen to cover a good range of percentage gravel and in-situ 
density. Table 10 shows these materials with their different configurations. The test 
matrix for all six materials is shown in Table 11. Each material was tested under three 
different confining pressures, and compressibility was measured. The shear stress versus 
lateral deformation was determined. The dilation response for each material was 
measured, as a function of gravel percentage and confining pressure. 
 
Table 10: Properties of the Chosen Six Materials to be  
Tested in Large Scale Shear Box 
Material 
No. γd (pcf) D10 D50 D90 D90/D10 P200 % Gravel 
1 103.1 0.004 0.015 0.524 134.957 5.05 17.05 
3 128.8 0.015 0.217 1.423 92.2132 1.657 47.46 
7 138.0 0.021 0.717 2.657 126.524 0.848 72.1 
9 106.7 0.099 0.068 1.274 12.8664 1.56 28.02 
16 118.6 0.013 0.190 0.498 37.1493 0.74 38.1 
17 97.5 0.007 0.015 0.069 10.0477 1.07 0 
Table11: Large Scale Shear Box Test Matrix 
Material 
No. 
Confining Pressure (psf) 
1 
1185 
2824 
4345 
3 
1185 
4345 
7442 
7 
1185 
4345 
7442 
9 
1185 
1934 
4345 
16 
1185 
2824 
4345 
17 
418 
1185 
4345 
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Test Results 
Six materials were chosen from the complete set as representative of the full range of 
gradation and grain size distribution.  These six were tested with large scale direct shear.  
All 18 grain size distribution curves are shown in Figures 53-57. 
 
Three different confining pressures, σ, were chosen for each material type as shown in 
Table 11. The load, P, versus lateral deformation, Δ, curves at three different confining 
pressures, σ, for each soil type are shown in Figure 79 through Figure 84. 
 
 
Figure 79: Load Deflection Curve for Material #1. 
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Figure 80: Load Deflection Curve for Material #3. 
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Figure 81: Load Deflection Curve for Material #7. 
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Figure 82: Load Deflection Curve for Material #9. 
 
Figure 83: Load Deflection Curve for Material #16. 
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Figure 84: Load Deflection Curve for Material #17. 
The shear strength envelope for each material tested is shown in Figure 85 through Figure 
90. Figure 91 shows the summary of the shear envelops for the six tested materials. 
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Figure 85: Shear Strength Envelope for Material #1. 
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Figure 86: Shear Strength Envelope for Material #3. 
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Figure 87: Shear Strength Envelope for Material #7. 
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Figure 88: Shear Strength Envelope for Material #9. 
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Figure 89: Shear Strength Envelope for Material #16. 
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Figure 90: Shear Strength Envelope for Material #17. 
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Figure 91: Summary of the Shear Strength Envelopes for all Chosen Materials. 
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In figures 92-93, the lateral deformation was plotted against the vertical deformation 
for each soil at three different confining pressures. The dilation angle can be calculated 
as the average value of the arc-tan of the vertical deformation over the horizontal 
deformation. 
 
Figure 92: Horizontal Deformation versus Vertical Deformation for Material #1. 
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Figure 93: Horizontal Deformation versus Vertical Deformation for Material #3. 
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Figure 94: Horizontal Deformation versus Vertical Deformation for Material #7. 
 
Figure 95: Horizontal Deformation versus Vertical Deformation for Material #9. 
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Figure 96: Horizontal Deformation versus Vertical Deformation for Material #16. 
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Figure 97: Horizontal Deformation versus Vertical Deformation for Material #17. 
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The shear strength parameters, soil angle of internal friction (φ), cohesion (c), soil 
dilation angle (ψ), and angle of friction between soil and concrete (δ), were determined 
from the previous shear strength envelopes. The cohesion parameter is the intercept of the 
shear envelope with the vertical axis, and the friction angle is the inclination of the shear 
envelope with horizontal. The soil angle of internal friction was assumed to be equal to 
the soil-concrete friction angle. The soil dilation angle was calculated as the average 
arctangent of the positive vertical movement to the lateral horizontal movement.  Table 
12 presents the shear strength parameters for all six chosen materials. 
Table 12: Summary of the Large Scale Shear Box Test Results 
Material 
No. 
Soil Angle of 
Internal 
Friction, φ (°) 
Soil-Concrete 
Angle of 
Friction, δ (°) 
Cohesion 
 (psf) 
Soil dilation 
Angle, ψ (°) 
1 20 20 365 6.5 
3 36 36 845 27.9 
7 38 38 498 32 
9 24 24 614 15.7 
16 30 30 352 20 
17 18 18 648 3 
Note: The values actually measured in the direct shear tests were δ. When computations required φ, 
it was conservatively assumed that φ = δ. 
 
 
Modeling of the Data 
The modeling objective here was to develop a correlation between grain size distribution 
parameters and the soil dilation angle (ψ), and the soil-concrete friction angle (δ). After 
several trials, correlations between these parameters were developed as follows: 
 
( ) ( )
0.0114
1.190
0.5
10 50
1.6315.5 0.168 %D G
D D
ψ ⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (38) 
 
( ) ( )
0.107
0.81810
500.466
90 50
0.437626.74 0.715 % ,D G where D is in inches
D D
δ ⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (39) 
and % G is the percentage of gravel in the material; D50 must be in inch units for 
equations 38 and 39. 
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The values of soil dilation angle and soil/concrete friction angle measured from test 
results versus the predicted values from the previous two equations are shown in Figure 
98 and Figure 99. These figures show that these equations give good values for both soil 
dilation and soil / concrete friction angles. 
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Figure 98: Measured Ψ Values Versus Predicted. 
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Figure 99: Measured Versus Predicted δ Values. 
 
The results from field and laboratory tests presented in previous sections were helpful in 
identifying soil properties for the numerical analyses performed subsequently. 
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K Values From The Direct Shear Test 
Given that K is defined as the ratio of the horizontal normal stress to the vertical normal 
stress it would appear on the surface that K cannot be measured from a direct shear test. 
However, if it is assumed that the following conditions exist, then K can be measured if 
the direct shear test progresses in increments, as it did for the tests done for this study. 
 
1. Assume that the confining pressure initially applied represents the overburden 
pressure at the particular depth being represented. 
 
2. When the shear stress is increased, dilation ensues. However, for our tests this 
dilation is essentially inhibited by the stiffness of the oil in the hydraulic jacks 
applying the (normal) confining pressure. If it is assumed that the stiffness of the 
oil is comparable to the stiffness of the gravel surrounding the drilled shaft 
prototype, or at least sufficiently close in stiffness so as to have minor effect on 
the results, then the maximum normal stress generated by the dilation tendency 
divided by the initial value of the confining pressure would produce a K, similar 
to that developed in the prototype. 
 
This excess normal pressure must be bled off before a set of readings is taken 
so the confining pressure returns to its initial value. It is noteworthy that if the 
confining pressure had been maintained constant with a pressure regulator,  
a servo device, or dead weights, this opportunity to infer a K value would 
not have been afforded. Thus, in these tests, the confining stress was only 
incrementally constant; that is, within the increment it did rise – in proportion 
to the dilation. For these tests the K values were evaluated as described 
above. K values for the last few increments (near failure) were averaged and 
plotted in Figure 108, to be presented subsequently.   
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FIGURE 100: HALF SYMMETRY OF SHAFT AND SOIL DISCRETIZATION 
MESH 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSES 
 
Several finite element analyses were conducted to help in developing the final model to 
predict the skin friction values for drilled shaft foundations in gravelly soils.  The finite 
element program ABAQUS was used for these analyses. Two different sites were picked 
where field test data on drilled shaft foundations in gravelly soils were available and also 
where the research team had visited and did field and lab testing on samples of these 
materials that had been returned to the laboratory. These two sites are Mapleton and Point 
of the Mountain East. The drilled shaft field load tests were done in January, 1997, at 
these two sites in Utah, as a part of research project UT-97.02, “Drilled Shaft Side 
Friction in Gravelly Soils.”  The main objective of their tests was to evaluate the side 
friction between the shaft and the soil generated by applying an uplift load on the shaft. 
 
For each site we prepared the data required for each finite element run. The data included 
soil and shaft properties. The soil properties were: soil density (γ), soil angle of internal 
friction (φ), soil modulus of elasticity (Es), soil dilation (Ψ), Poisson Ratio (ν), and soil 
shaft friction angle (δ). The shaft parameters consist of shaft diameter (D), length (L), 
and modulus of elasticity (Ec). For all analyses we assumed that the Poisson Ratio to be 
0.4 for soil and 0.3 for concrete.  
 
Equation 36 was used to predict the soil density (γ), and equations 37 and 38 to predict 
the soil dilation angle (Ψ), and soil shaft friction angle (δ). All of these equations utilize 
the soil grain size distributions which were available for each layer (different depths) in 
Rollins et al. (1997). 
 
Finite Element Model 
Finite element analyses, using the program ABAQUS (1998), were performed on a 3-D 
finite element model with 8-node elements. The boundary conditions include infinite 
(continuous) elements to reduce the effect of stress concentrations. The mesh shown in 
Figure 100 presents the results of several mesh refinement runs. In this mesh, the soil and 
shaft were discretized. The model consists of one single shaft with the load applied at the 
top of the shaft. The behavior of the reinforced concrete shaft was modeled as linear 
elastic. The soil was modeled as an elastic-perfectly-plastic, Drucker-Prager-Type 
material (Chen and Baladi, 1985), with volumetric dilation. Friction elements with a 
coefficient of friction (f), were used to represent the interaction between the soil and the 
shaft. 
 
A general description of the subsurface materials is as follows: from the ground surface 
to a depth of 12ft – very dense, coarse to fine gravel with cobbles; from 12ft to the 
maximum depth of exploration (15ft) – medium dense silty sand.  The percent gravel for 
the site ranged from 68% in the gravelly material to 2% in the silty sand. Standard 
penetration blow counts range from 88 blows per 12 inches in the gravels to 11 blows per 
12 inches in the silty sand. The reinforced concrete shaft had an average diameter of 24 
inches and was 12.5 feet long. 
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Analysis 
As stated earlier, a finite element model was created using the ABAQUS Program 
(1998).  The shaft was treated as a linear elastic material with modulus of elasticity, E, 
equal to 3.3×107 kPa.  The unit weight of the concrete was assumed to be 23.5 kN/m3.  
Friction elements were installed between the shaft and the soil. Several trials were 
conducted to find a set of parameters which gives the best fit curve to the field load test. 
Tables 13 through 15 show these trials for shafts 15ft, 10ft, and 5ft in length, 
respectively. The best fit set of parameters is indicated in each table with an asterisk. The 
trials listed in tables 13 – 15 are correspondingly plotted in figures 101 – 103. 
 
Table 13: Finite Element Trials for 15ft Shaft at Mapleton 
15 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ F E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 23.85 38 1.0 357000 0.85 34 
2 23.85 38 1.0 857000 0.85 34 
3 23.85 38 0.8 857000 0.85 34 
4 23.85 33 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 30 
5* 23.85 36 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 32 
6 23.85 33 0.8 3.5×106 0.85 30 
* Best fit parameters set 
 
Table 14: Finite Element Trials for 10ft Shaft at Mapleton 
10 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ F E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 23.85 37 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 33 
2 23.85 36 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 32 
3 23.85 35 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 31 
4* 23.85 34 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 30 
5 23.85 34 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 30 
* Best fit parameters set 
 
Table 15: Finite Element Trials for 5ft Shaft at Mapleton 
5 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ F E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 23.85 34 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 32 
2* 23.85 35 0.8 2.5×106 0.85 33 
* Best fit parameters set 
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Figure 101: P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials  
for 15 ft Shaft at Mapleton 
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Figure 102: P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials  
for 10 ft Shaft at Mapleton 
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Figure 103: P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials  
for 5 ft Shaft at Mapleton 
 
Point of the Mountain East Site 
The subsurface materials generally are as follows: from the ground surface to a depth of 
17ft – very dense, coarse to medium dense gravelly sand with silt; from 17ft to the 
maximum depth of exploration (20ft) – a dense layer of sand was found in the 10 foot 
shaft side, while a layer of dense fine gravel with sand and silt was found in the 5,15, and 
20 foot shaft sites.. Percent gravel for the site ranges from 58% in the gravelly material to 
4% in the sand with silt. Standard penetration blow counts range from 64 per 12 inches in 
the gravels to 15 per 12 inches in the sand layers. The reinforced concrete shaft had an 
average diameter of 24 inches and was 16.5 feet long. 
 
Tables 16 through 19 show the results for shaft lengths ranging from 5ft to 20ft. Again, 
the “Best Fit” parameters are indicated with an asterisk. The trials listed in tables 16 – 19 
are correspondingly plotted in figures 104 – 107. 
 
Table 16: Finite Element Trials for 5ft Shaft at Point of the Mountain East 
5 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ f E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 29.4 28 0.45 1.0×106 0.85 16 
2 29.4 28 0.45 4.0×105 0.85 16 
3 29.4 28 0.45 8.0×105 0.85 16 
4* 29.4 28 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 16 
* Best fit parameters set 
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Table 17: Finite Element Trials for 10ft Shaft at Point of the Mountain East 
10 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ f E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 29.4 26 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 13 
2 29.4 35 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 19 
3 29.4 30 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 18 
4* 29.4 32 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 20 
* Best fit parameters set 
 
Table 18: Finite Element Trials for 15ft Shaft at Point of the Mountain East 
15 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ f E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 29.4 30 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 15 
2 29.4 32 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 17 
3 29.4 35 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 17 
4 29.4 35 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 13 
5* 29.4 30 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 18 
* Best fit parameters set 
 
Table 19: Finite Element Trials for 20ft Shaft at Point of the Mountain East 
20 ft Shaft 
Soil Properties Trial  
Number C (kPa) φ f E (kPa) Ko Ψ 
1 29.4 25 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 14 
2 29.4 28 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 18 
3 29.4 32 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 20 
4* 29.4 31 0.45 9.2×105 0.85 19 
* Best fit parameters set 
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Figure 104:P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials for 5 ft Shaft at Point of 
the Mountain East 
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Figure 105: P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials for 10 ft Shaft at Point 
of the Mountain East 
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Figure 106: P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials for 15 ft Shaft at Point 
of the Mountain East 
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Figure 107: P-Δ Curves with Different Finite Element Trials for 20 ft Shaft at Point 
of the Mountain East 
 
K-Depth-% Gravel Model 
The results from lab and field tests as well as the results from numerical analyses (Finite 
Element Analyses) were used to compute the actual horizontal stress to vertical stress 
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along the shaft surface (K), with depth for different gravel contents and plotted in Figure 
108. The continuous curves in Figure 108 represent the results from finite element 
analyses (stress ratio along the shaft surface for different gravel contents). The individual 
data points represent the results from the direct shear testing at a certain confining 
pressure (depth) for different gravel contents. The K values for the direct shear tests were 
determined as described in the preceding section. 
 
Given that the direct shear K values were based on rather dubious assumptions, it is quite 
remarkable that they plot essentially on the top of their respective finite element curves. 
Perhaps this is due in part to the fact that the direct shear and finite element K values are 
not entirely independent. A large number of the input parameters for the finite element 
runs were derived from the direct shear test results. Due to the fact that the direct shear K 
values did plot essentially on the top of the FE curves where they overlapped, the direct 
shear values were used to help extrapolate the FE curves (shown as small dashes) into 
deeper depth ranges. 
 
 
 
Figure 108: K-Value versus Depth (From Finite Element and Direct Sheet) 
 
It is also of interest to compare the K-Depth-%G model given by Figure 108 with the 
similar empirical model (Initial model) developed in Figure 43. This comparison is  
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shown in Figure 109. The curves from the strictly empirical model shown in Figure 43 
are replotted in Figure 109 as dashed curves, with each curve labeled with its percentage 
of gravel (%G). No data points are shown for the empirical (Initial) model curves. 
Interpolation must be used to complete the comparison, but this interpolation shows that 
the agreement is quite close. These two sets of curves (the FE results and the empirical, 
initial model curves) were, in fact, totally independently derived.   
 
 
Figure 109: Comparison between different methods used  
to represent K-versus-%Gravel 
 
In summary, the K-Depth-%G model presented in Figure 109 represents the confluence 
of three sets of data, all of which show very good agreement. Two of the sets, the FE and 
the empirical (Initial model) curves, are completely independent. Another two of the sets, 
FE and Direct Shear, are somewhat interdependent. However, given the very close 
agreement, the final model to be adopted would be the same, with or without the Direct 
Shear K values. Thus it is recommended that the Finite Element curves of Figure 108 be 
adopted for design and the proposed design procedure given in the next section is based 
on this K-Depth-%G model. 
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RECOMMENDED DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR DRILLED SHAFTS IN 
GRAVELLY MATERIALS 
 
The procedure which follows is based on the findings and conclusions of the current 
study. Of course the findings of previous researchers, as cited in this report, were also 
relied upon. This procedure has been simplified so as to require only gradational data for 
each gravelly layer as input. Thus no laboratory or field testing is required, other than for 
gradation. The procedure is summarized in the following steps. 
 
1. Divide the profile into layers within which the material properties can be assumed 
to be constant. The last layer should extend down about 2D (two diameters) below 
the drilled shaft tip. The total number of layers should be between 4 and 12. 
 
2. For each layer obtain the following gradation data: D90  (the diameter of the 
material by which 90% is retained during sieve analysis), D50 (the diameter of the 
material by which 50% is retained during sieve analysis), D10 (the diameter of the 
material by which only10% is retained during sieve analysis), and the percent 
gravel (G(%)), which is the percent that will not pass through the No.4 sieve. 
 
3. For each layer estimate the in-situ dry unit weight using Equation 36 or Equation 
37. 
( )
0.033
0.134390
50 50
10
0.662 1.474 ,d
w
D D where D is in inches
D
γ
γ
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
     (36) 
( )
0.033
0.134390
50 50
10
0.662 0.9546 ,d
w
D D where D is in millimeters
D
γ
γ
⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
 (37) 
 
4. For each layer, compute the effective overburden stress at the center of the layer 
(σ′), and use Equation 39 to compute δ, the friction angle between the gravelly 
layer and the concrete shaft. 
( ) ( )
0.107
0.81810
500.466
90 50
0.437626.74 0.715 % , ( )
D G where D is in in
D D
δ ⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠    
(39)   
A limiting maximum value of 43° is recommended for δ = φ .  
 
5. For each layer, obtain K—the ratio of the horizontal normal stress to the vertical 
normal stress—from Figure 108 using the depth to the midpoint of each layer. 
Interpolate as required for percent gravel (% G) value of the layer. 
 
6. Compute the unit skin friction (fs), for each layer as: 
δσ tan′= Kfs  
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7. Compute the skin friction contribution to the drilled shaft load capacity (Qs), for 
each layer, by: 
Qs each layer = fs × skin area within the layer 
 
8. Compute the total skin friction load capacity as the summation of all the 
contributions of the layers from the shaft tip to the surface. 
 
9. The total obtained in step 8 represents an ultimate skin friction value. Since 
design is normally controlled by allowable deflection, it is therefore necessary to 
apply a factor of safety to the ultimate skin friction to control the deflection. The 
load-deflection curve for drilled shaft skin friction is nonlinear and fairly well 
represented by a hyperbola. The experience of the authors from their own 
research and consulting and the collected experience of others, as given by the 
literature (Rollins et al. 2005) were used to develop the following 
recommendations for the relationship between factor of safety and deflection. 
 
Table 20: Factor of Safety vs. Deflection for Drilled Shaft Skin Friction 
Factor of Safety, 
FSSK 
Δ/D = Ratio of Deflection 
to Shaft Diameter 
Stress Level = Q/Qult×100 
                     =100/FSSK 
1.0 ≈ 0.04 100 
1.35 0.013 74 
1.5 0.01 67 
2.0 0.005 50 
3.0 0.0026 33 
4.0 0.002 25 
 
In Table 20 deflection is given as a ratio of deflection, Δ, to shaft diameter, D. To 
complete step 9, tentatively choose a value of Δ likely to be acceptable, compute 
Δ/D where D corresponds to an initial trial design shaft diameter, enter Table 20 
and interpolate to get a FSSK. 
 
10. Divide the ultimate skin friction from step 8 by the FSSK from step 9: ( ) ( ) SKskinskin FSultimateQdesignQ /=  
 
11. Compute a qp (ultimate) and multiply by the area of the shaft tip to get Qp 
(ultimate). These sub steps are: 
a) Use Equation 7 to get (qp)ult: 
          ( ) qultp Nq σ ′=  (7) 
where σ` is the effective overburden stress at the center of the last material 
layer. This center point would be 1D below the shaft tip, if the layer thickness 
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was 2D, and Nq = the bearing capacity factor from the Berezantsev bearing 
capacity curves in Figure 2. 
 
The φ value with which the bearing capacity curves are entered is the δ value 
from Equation 39 
( ) ( )
0.107
0.81810
500.466
90 50
0.437626.74 0.715 % ,D G where D is in inches
D D
δ ⎛ ⎞= − +⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠   
(39) 
The value of δ for this and all other layers was computed in step 4 above, as were 
the σ′ values. The assumption that δ = φ will typically be slightly conservative. 
Recall from Step 4 that δ = φ is limited to a maximum value of 43°. 
b) (qp)ult × Area of shaft tip = (Qp)ult 
 
12. Apply a factor of safety (FS) for the tip of the shaft, FSp, to get (Qp)design = 
(Qp)ult/FSp. The FSp is obtained from Table 21 below. The relationship between 
FSp and Δ/D for the tip (Table 21) is different from the relationship given in Table 
20 for the skin friction because the normalized load-deflection curves are different 
for the skin friction and tip resistance. However, for balanced and consistent 
design, Table 21 should be entered with the same Δ/D that was chosen for design 
and used to enter Table 20. 
 
Table 21: Factor of Safety vs. Deflection for Drilled Shaft Tip Resistance 
Factor of Safety, FSp Δ/D = Ratio of Deflection to shaft Diameter 
Stress Level = Q/Qult×100 
=100/FSp 
1.0 ≈0.1 100 
1.5 0.035 67 
2.0 0.02 50 
2.5 0.013 40 
3.3 0.008 30 
5.0 0.005 20 
 
Further reduction in Qp (design) is left to the discretion of the user. If, for 
example, inspection of the drilled shaft hole bottom shows that it was very poorly 
cleaned, further reduction in Qp (design) may be warranted. If the compression of 
any relatively soft material under the shaft can be estimated, then this estimate can 
be subtracted from the Δ value chosen in step 9 to obtain a new, net Δ, 
corresponding to the deflection of the actual underlying bearing layer. This new, 
net Δ can then be used to get a new, net Δ/D with which Table 21 can be entered 
to get a new (higher) FSp. As the net Δ approaches zero or goes negative it is 
prudent, of course, to neglect the point load contribution altogether. 
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13. Add Qsk (design) from step 10 to Qp (design) from step 12 to get Qtotal (design): 
Qtotal (design) = Qsk (design) + Qp (design) 
 
14. Compare the Qtotal (design) from step 13 with the Q to be applied by the 
superstructure. If Qtotal (design) from step 13 is adequate and about right, the 
foundation design process is complete at this point. If, however, Qtotal (design) is 
inadequate, then adjustments must be made in the design to increase the load-
carrying capacity. Examples of such adjustments are (1) accepting a larger 
deflection, Δ, (2) increasing the diameter of the shaft(s) and (3) increasing the 
length (depth) of the shaft(s). If Qtotal (design) is well in excess of the capacity 
needed, make adjustments to reduce Qtotal (design), such as reducing the shaft 
diameter or length. 
 
After making any adjustment to the design it is then necessary to iterate through 
steps 1 through 14 until Qtotal (design) is adequate and about right. 
 
Comparison of the Ultimate Tip Resistance by Equation 7 using Berezantsev 
Bearing Capacity Factors with the Measured Tip Resistance for the Beckwith and 
Bedenkop Test on Salt River SGC 
The available case histories that can be used to compare the actual measured point load 
with that predicted using the procedure outlined in step 11 above are very few indeed. 
However, one such case history is available and it is the Beckwith-Bedenkop Test on 
SGC presented and analyzed in this report. The load-deflection curve for this test is given 
in Figure 29 and shows that the Qult value is just over 1000 tons, at a deflection of about 
2.2 inches. The shaft diameter is 30 inches and the length is about 17.5 ft. Thus Δ/D at the 
ultimate condition is about 0.073, and (qp)ult (measured) is just over 204 tsf. 
 
The gradation curves shown in Figure 26 show a range in gradation for SGC, from which 
the following gradation parameters were chosen: 
D90 = 2”  D50 = 0.6”  D10 = 0.02”  (G%) = 70% 
 
Using Equation 39 - as in step 11 – the δ value is computed as 39º: 
( ) ( ) °=+−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= 3970715.0
6.0
4376.0
2
02.074.26 808.0466.0
107.0
δ  (39) 
 
In Figure 2 the curves are labeled with values of D/B. Note that the nomenclature is 
different for Figure 2 compared to the usage herein. In Figure 2, D = shaft length and B = 
least width. In this report, when Δ/D is evaluated, D is used as the shaft diameter. For 
entering Figure 2 with δ = φ = 39º, a D/B ratio of 17.5’/2.5’ = 7 is used. The Berezantsev 
curves yield Nq = 153. The value of σ′ is given by: 
σ′ = (17.5+2.5) × 131 pcf = 2620 psf, for pore pressure = 0 
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Average values of γd = 122 pcf and γtotal = 131 pcf were used, using Equation 7 as in step 
11, 
(qp)ult (predicted) = 153 × 2620 = 400860 psf = 200 tsf 
which agrees very closely with the (qp) ultimate measured of 204 tsf. 
 
A large database from which measured and predicted (qp)ult values could be compared is 
not available at the present time. If it were, however, it is likely that such good 
agreement, as for the case above, would not necessarily be typical. Therefore, it is of 
course prudent to apply a FSp to the (qp)ult, as outlined in step 12. Note, however, that the 
FSp being applied in step 12 is primarily for the purpose of controlling deflection. The 
probability of a plunging-type bearing capacity failure is quite low for FSp as low as 2, or 
even 1.5. 
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EXAMPLE DRILLED SHAFT DESIGN,  
USING THE RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE 
 
For purposes of illustrating the procedure a profile with 6 layers of thicknesses as shown 
in Table 22 has been arbitrarily chosen. In this example Material Layer Nos. 1, 3, and 4 
happen to correspond to Materials Nos. 1, 7, and 3, respectively, in Table 9.  The GSD 
data and G (%) values for the other Material Layer Nos. of Table 22 were chosen totally 
arbitrarily.  
 
For the first iteration of the trial design a shaft of 3’ in diameter and 30’ in length has 
been chosen. The results from steps 1 and 2 are combined in Table 22 below. 
 
Steps 1 and 2 
Table 22: Results from Steps 1 and 2 – Example Design 
Material 
Layer No. 
Layer 
Thickness, ft 
Depth to 
Mid-point, ft
D90,  
in 
D50, 
in 
D10, 
in 
G (%) 
1 5 2.5 0.524 0.015 0.004 17 
2 7 8.5 0.25 0.012 0.0035 10 
3 6 15 2.657 0.717 0.021 72.1 
4 5 20.5 1.423 0.217 0.015 47.5 
5 7 26.5 1.65 0.23 0.017 50 
6* 6 33 0.574 0.162 0.03 34.7 
layer 6 is below the shaft tip 
 
Steps 3, 4, and 5 
The results for steps 3, 4, and 5 are combined in Table 23 below: 
Table 23: Results from Steps 3, 4, and 5 – Example Design 
Material 
Layer 
No. 
(a) 
γd, pcf  
(b) * 
moist unit 
weight, pcf 
( c )  
effective overburden 
stress, σ`, psf 
(d) 
δ = φ 
deg 
(e) ** 
K value 
1 100.8 103.8 260 20 2.6 
2 98.3 101.2 873 18 1.65 
3 136.4 140.5 1649 39 7.5 
4 122.9 126.6 2386 32.4 4.4 
5 123.5 127.2 3148 33 3.6 
6 117.6 121.1 3956 31.5 ---- 
*based on an assumed average moisture content of 3.0% 
** from Figure 108. Note: the K value for layer 6 is not obtained because it is not  
used. 
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Take layer 3 as an example: 
(a) 
( )
( ) pcfd
w
d
4.1364.62186.2
186.2717.0474.1
021.0
657.2662.0 143.0
033.0
=×=
=+⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
γ
γ
γ
 
(b) ( ) ( ) pcfdm 5.1404.13603.103.1 =×=×= γγ  
(c) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) psf16495.14032.10178.1035 =++=′σ  (assuming pore pressure = 0) 
(d) ( ) ( )
°=
+−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
39
1.72715.0
717.0
4376.0
657.2
021.074.26 818.0466.0
107.0
δ  
(e) Enter Figure 108 with depth = 15` and G(%) = 72.1 to get K = 7.5 
 
Steps 6, 7, and 8 
The results for steps 6, 7, and 8 are combined in Table24 below: 
Table 24: Results from Steps 6, 7, and 8 – Example Design 
Material 
Layer No. 
σ`  
psf 
δ 
degrees 
K fs 
tsf 
Skin area, Ask 
(ft2) 
Qs 
tons 
1 260 20 2.6 0.123 47.1 5.8 
2 873 18 1.65 0.234 65.96 15.4 
3 1649 39 7.5 5.00 56.5 282.5 
4 2386 32.4 4.4 3.33 47.1 156.8 
5 3148 33 3.6 3.68 65.96 242.7 
6 3956 31.5 ---- ----- ----- ----- 
    Summation = Qsk (ultimate) 703.2 
 
Step 9 
Assume Δ = 0.35`` is selected as a target deflection. For D = 36``, Δ/D = 0.35/36 ≈ 0.01. 
Entering Table 20 with 0.01, the indicated FSsk = 1.5.  
 
Step 10 
Qsk (design) = Qsk (ultimate)/FSsk 
Qsk (design) = 703 tons / 1.5 = 469 tons 
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Step 11 
Use (qp)ult = σ′Nq 
σ′ = 3956 psf at a depth of 33’`, which is 1D beneath the tip of the drilled shaft.  
Assume φ = δ =31.5º and enter Figure 2 with 31.5º.  
Berezantsev’s D/B = 30/3 = 10; therefore, Nq = 32. 
(qp)ult = 3956 (32) = 126,592 psf = 63.3 tsf 
Area of tip = πD2/4 = 7.07 ft2. 
∴(Qp)ult = 63.3 tsf × 7.07 ft2 = 447.5 tons 
 
Step 12 
A value of Δ/D = 0.01 was used to enter Table 20 and should likewise be used to enter 
Table 21. Thus FSp = 2.82 is to be applied to (Qp)ult. 
(Qp) (design) = (Qp)ult / FSp = 447.5 tons / 2.82 
(Qp) (design) = 158.7 tons 
Assume hole bottom was “clean” and the full 158 tons will be used. 
 
Step 13 
(Qtotal) (design) = Qsk (design) + Qp (design) 
(Qtotal) (design) = 469 tons + 158 tons = 627 tons 
 
Step 14 
The Qtotal (design) from step 13 is 627 tons. Table 25 below shows various hypothetical 
values of Q applied by the superstructure and the associated indicated action. 
 
Table 25: Comparison of Qtotal (design) and Q applied  
by the Superstructure and Indicated Actions 
Qtotal (design) 
(tons) 
Qapplied 
(tons) 
Indicated Action 
627 600 Design is adequate. No further iteration 
627 620 Design is probably adequate; no further iteration 
627 800 Design is inadequate. Adjust to increase capacity and iterate 
627 400 Design is excessively conservative; adjust to decrease capacity and iterate 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
As of the completion of the Summary of Literature and Current Practice, it was 
tentatively concluded that the presence of large amounts of gravel in a material would 
contribute to dilation during shear, which in turn would contribute to development of 
higher lateral stress during loading. The higher lateral stress is expressed as a higher K 
value, where K is the ratio of lateral to vertical stress. The exhibition of dilation and high 
K values with large amounts of coarse gravel was confirmed by the studies herein, 
especially the large scale direct shear tests for which dilation was measured directly and 
K values were inferred. These findings were also confirmed with the Finite Element 
Analyses, which yielded K values from the stress state of the elements adjacent to the 
drilled shaft. The K-depth-% G model shown in Figure 108 and the comparison in Figure 
109 of (1) the entirely empirical (Initial) model for K-depth-% G of Figure 43 and (2) the 
K-values inferred from large-scale direct shear measurements and (3) the K-values 
derived from FE studies show close agreement between all three sets of the K-values. 
This close agreement heightens confidence in the final model adopted and depicted in 
Figure 108. 
 
The K-values found for gravelly materials range up to 8 or 9 times – for shallow depth 
and high gravel content – the corresponding K-values for fine grained materials. Values 
of K of 2 to 4 times those for fine grained material models are very common. Comparison 
between measured and predicted skin friction using fine grained models showed that the 
fine grained models under-predicted the measured skin friction by a factor of 2 to 8 when 
the gravel content of the material was moderate to high. These comparisons should not be 
interpreted as a criticism of the developers of the fine grained models because the models 
were developed and calibrated for fine-grained materials. They have been used 
subsequently for gravelly material simply by default because a more appropriate model 
has not been available. Their use in the past for gravelly materials has been conservative, 
though this conservatism has been very costly. 
 
This study has led to a better understanding of the reasons and mechanisms by which the 
K-values are so much higher for gravelly materials than for fine grained materials. First, 
the presence of significant gravel leads to more dilation during shear, including larger 
outward (radial) particles movements as the drilled shaft is loaded. Secondly, and perhaps 
more importantly, materials with large amounts of gravel are much less compressible 
than fine grained materials, up to an order of magnitude less compressible in some cases. 
Thus, much more lateral stress is built up during shear, for a given amount of dilation. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that some of the fine grained skin friction models seem to have 
been focused on the stress state in the material either just before the drilled shaft is 
installed or just after, whereas, the stress state which is most important in governing skin 
friction is the one which develops during loading, after the dilation that is going to occur 
has occurred. 
 
Because the high K-values depicted in Figure 108 and Figure 109 represent values 
directly derived from field load tests, as well as those inferred from direct shear tests and 
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computed from FE analyses, it is recommended that the associated design procedure for 
drilled shafts in gravelly soils be adopted. This procedure is well-founded on reality and 
is relatively simple and practical to use. Because the procedure uses correlations between 
needed parameters and gradation data it can be implemented quickly at relatively low 
cost. 
 
It is recommended that bucket augers be used to get disturbed but representative samples 
for gradation testing. If the exploratory holes are advanced with an impact hammer which 
crushes the larger gravel and rock fragments, it may possible to approximate the percent 
of gravel and to roughly approximate a corresponding “best guess” gradation curve. 
However, the parameters derived from these more approximate processes will be 
degraded somewhat and the accuracy of the corresponding computed drilled shaft 
capacity will likewise be degraded somewhat. It should be noted that Figure 108, which 
yields K-value is entered only with percentage of gravel and the K-value is the value 
which most strongly controls the design. The GSD is used to estimate in-situ dry unit 
weight and the δ angle, and eventually the tip resistance. It is therefore recommended that 
bucket augers be used, or any method which preserves the gradation data.  
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